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This paper will seek to evaluate results obtained from mechanical testing and
computational analysis to determine the efficacy of new thread designs for bone screws in their
various applications and uses in surgical treatments. These new thread designs will be tested
against the market standard buttress thread and any resulting trends will be analyzed.
Four different thread designs were tested in 90 degree cyclic loading and then
subsequently an axial pullout test. The parameters of interest from these tests such as peak to
peak displacement over cycle and axial load versus axial displacement were recorded. These four
designs were the Osteocentric A and C designs, the Synthes buttress screw, and a buttress screw
with a matching major diameter to the Osteocentric A and C threads.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO BONE SCREW DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
1.1
1.1.1

Mechanical
Origin of Design
Since doctors have started using and designing orthopedic implants, the design of the

screw used to attach the implant to the bone has been of paramount importance. A V-shaped
thread design has been favored traditionally for purely industrial and mechanical purposes1. It
was not until around the beginning of the 20th century that surgeons began refining the screw
design for implantation in the body. A pioneer of this area is William Sherman2. Sherman set
forth standards that greatly improved the efficacy of screws in orthopedic use. As the
phenomenon of bone regeneration began to be explored, further adjustments were made by
Robert Danis and others. They explored numerous factors of the design that include thread angle,
depth, and pitch; as well as cannulation and using double start or single start screws. Implants
began to be designed to use bone regeneration around the screw to maximum potential for
stability and durability. These physicians explored how the ratio of the exterior to core diameter
plays a role in the functionality of a screw as does the overall size of the threads themselves. This
review aims to explore these factors and how they play a role in crafting the right screw for the
right procedure.

1

1.1.2
1.1.2.1

Design Parameters
Material
The first parameter that should be addressed is the material of the screw itself. The

human body can tolerate small amounts of metals, and indeed some like iron are necessary for
biological processes. Large amounts can be toxic. Careful consideration must be used towards
the expected rate of corrosion when the screw enters the body. Permanent implants were not
possible until a way to prevent corrosion on a large scale was discovered. In 1886, Carl
Hansmann was the first to fix a plate internally using nickel plated steel screws2. His plate had to
be removed after 6-8 weeks of implantation to avoid harmful amounts of corroded metal being
present in the tissue.
As testing advanced later into the 20th century, the titanium alloy Ti6Al4V and
316L stainless steel came to be at the forefront of metals used for biomedical implants. These
materials were chosen for their resistance to corrosion. Avoiding corrosion is particularly
important in biomedical applications as toxic materials can cause serious harm to the patient.
These materials allow the greatest amount of osseointegration2. This growth of the bone onto the
metal itself allows for a much more even load distribution and mechanical stability. These
screws are typically used for a variety of surgical applications such as bone plates, suture
anchors, and dental implants2. While being used in these applications, the screws undergo loads
from various angles and must be able to withstand these stresses without causing extensive
damage to the apparatus it is being used in or the bone itself.
1.1.2.2

Self-tapping
Self-tapping points were first proposed by Sherman2. These screws usually have some

sort of groove, or flute, that allows the threads to cut into the bone. Tapping is necessary in
2

biomedical applications due to the hardness of the cortical layer. The tapping process preserves
the integrity of the cortical layer so there can be maximum contact between screw threads and
the bone surface3. Drill holes were made for both screws and then inserted into the lateral cortex
of a human femur, and both the lateral and medial cortexes as well. Non-self-tapping screws had
higher insertional torque values which is usually an indicator of better stability overall. However,
when too much torque is required to insert a screw into the cortical layer it can cause chipping
and deformation which is not conducive to implant stability3. When the screws engaged both
cortexes however, the self-tapping screw required a greater extraction force.
Self-tapping and non-self-tapping screws of various diameters were tested in both
unicortical and bicortical scenarios, and results show that the self-tapping screw requires a
greater extraction force when engaging one or both cortexes2-4. It is important to remember that
other factors can affect insertional torque, particularly in a biomechanical setting. Self-tapping
screws appear to offer more stability when subject to continuous rotation during insertion. Nonself-tapping screws seem to allow bone, because it is a viscoelastic material, to expand around
the screw during pauses of rotation. This causes a greater amount of static friction to occur
between the surface of the threads and the bone and leads to higher insertional torque required.
This is an important factor to consider in a clinical setting when continuous rotation is not always
feasible. Less insertion torque appears to be developed in self-tapping screws in human bone.
Self-tapping screws are also an advantage when a screw must be inserted across multiple hard
layers like the lateral and medial cortex of a femur.
1.1.2.3

Thread
Another parameter of importance is the thread type. Screws for industrial or mechanical

use were traditionally made using V-shaped threads. Danis proposed that the thread shape be
3

changed to a buttress, because he theorized that this design would have greater holding power. A
buttress design involves the profile of the thread jutting downwards at an angle and then
returning perpendicular to the shaft. Figure 1.1 shows the difference in the profiles.

Figure 1.1

Different thread types

The top screw has the traditional V-shaped threads and the bottom screw has the buttress thread.
The buttresses are designed to resist a much greater amount of uniaxial tension. The flat
surface allows for a larger amount of surface area normal to the axial force vector to be exposed.
Hence why this thread design is also used in pressure vessel applications. As the bone heals post
operatively and Haversian remodeling occurs, this makes these screws even more ideal for
resisting greater force in the uniaxial direction. The diagram also shows the pitch, which is the
angle between the top surface of one thread and the bottom surface of the thread above it.
There are a variety of factors one most consider when designing a screw for biomedical
applications. Elsayed enumerates that reduced thread depth and width can lead to easier insertion
but leads to less primary stability4. Increased thread depth and width leads to greater stability
particularly when used in softer bone. Thread depth and width will need to be tailored to the
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procedure to ensure optimal performance. The buttress thread remains the market standard for
most biomedical applications.
1.1.2.4

Lead

Figure 1.2

Single and multi start screws

The relationship between pitch and lead is one of great importance in screws that are to
be used in a clinical setting as these screws often need to be placed in very thin layers with great
precision. Lead is defined as the linear distance traveled when the screw is given one complete
turn. A double start screw will have a lead to pitch ratio of 2:1. The difference in start type is
shown here in Figure 1.2. Each screw is given 2 360° turns and the differences in lead are
indicated by the red arrows. When dealing with very precise measurements or thin layers, single
start screws are preferable5. Screws can have a single or multi-start leads. A single start screw
will have equal pitch and lead. Figure 1.1 shows that pitch can be defined as the length from the
tip of one thread to the next one A screw used for cortical bone will generally have a finer thread,
or smaller pitch, while a cancellous screw will usually have a coarse thread or larger pitch1,2. The
larger space between threads allows the screw to engage more cancellous bone to its surface area
5

and achieve a greater holding power. The finer threads of the cortical screw allow more of the
screw threads to be engaged in the cortical layer leading to greater stability.
1.1.2.5

Major and minor diameter
The major diameter and minor diameter of the screw play significant roles in the holding

power of any screw2,6. The major diameter is simply the diameter including the width of the
threads, the minor diameter is the diameter of the shaft to which the threads are joined. A larger
major diameter is tied to increased holding power7.

Figure 1.3

Major and minor diameter of screw

The ratio of major to minor diameter will determine the size of the threads. Thread size
has shown to be a predictor of higher pullout strength8. The greater the thread size, the higher the
pullout strength. Among several previous studies the greatest predictor for a higher pullout
strength was the major diameter, along with insertion method3,7. Thread size exercised a
comparatively lower effect on the pullout strength, but still can affect the function of the screw.

6

1.1.3

Osteocentric Unifi Design
Osteocentric, a company at the forefront of orthopedic design, has recently incorporated a

new screw design in their internal fixation plate packages.

Figure 1.4

Osteocentric Unifi threads

These screws feature a new thread profile that they theorize is much more resistant to off
axis loads than the traditional buttress design. This screw is a self-tapping, single start and comes
in a variety of lengths. Figure 1.3 shows this new thread profile.
The thread profile hooks upwards with respect to the terminal end at an obtuse angle after
extending downward from the shaft at an angle comparable to that of a buttress screw. This
upward hook in the thread profile is meant to efficiently grip bone by entrapping more bone mass
inside the threads. This seems to be in line with the findings by Thompson et al5 which suggest
greater stability with an increased total thread surface area engaged with the bone. The geometry
of the screw is meant to prevent radially outward forces from being transferred to the bone.
Osteocentric states that this screw is designed to be removable with little to no trauma or integral
damage. They argue that the new thread profile creates load distribution and integration with
bone on a level comparable to the osseointegration achieved by titanium screws coated with
7

hydroxyapatite that are designed to be permanent. The company has also modified its selftapping point to a different design that is meant to advance bone chips in front of the screw while
drilling occurs to preserve the female thread cut created in the bone by the screw. This more
accurate profile allows for greater static friction to occur between the threads and the bone.
Figure 1.4 shows this new self-tapping point and how it is to achieve greater integrity of the
thread profile created in bone by removing bone chips from the area.

Figure 1.5

Self-tapping point of Unifi screw

The diagram on the left shows the new tip design and how it is meant to remove bone chips in
comparison to the normal bone screw tip.
On the right, a normal point and its effects on the cancellous bone profile are shown. The
left shows the self-tapping point and the advantages that it gives in being able to push bone chips
away from the thread bone interface and allow a normalized contact between the two surfaces.
Osteocentric is developing two types of this design, with one being more aggressive, in the sense
that the threads take a sharper upward angle. A computational analysis will examine the general
thread form against the buttress thread form of the same parameters like major and minor
diameter.
8

1.2

Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis is a computational method that seeks to converge on solutions to

complex mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic scenarios when traditional hand calculation
methods are exhausted. This analysis uses partial differential equations to calculate for
parameters of interest based upon material and load environment information that is input by the
user. These equations are solved for in an iterative process with certain convergence criteria predefined. The resulting solution is compared to experimental testing and hand calculated
approximations to verify and validate the analysis.
Optimizing orthopedic implants is a process that can be expedited with the use of finite
element analysis. The goal is to increase the longevity and efficacy of the implants or devices.
The concentration of stress within the implants themselves and the bones or tissue they are
attached to therefore becomes of paramount importance. Due to the nature of the materials under
study, such as the viscoelasticity of bone and the difference in the moduli of cortical and
cancellous bones, a more complex, nonlinear analysis is usually required to obtain meaningful
data.
1.2.1

Aim of investigation
This study sought to analyze potential advantages in bone screw design; specifically,

thread geometry. Osteocentric is a company that has created a new Unifi thread geometry that
they theorize will be better able to resist loads at various angles and not just the uniaxial
direction, while still retaining at least comparable levels of holding power under uniaxial tension
as buttress threads. The outer portion of the thread turns back upwards at an obtuse angle
towards the head of the screw. This is to entrap as much volume of bone as possible to give the
screw better purchase.
9

A finite element model will be constructed to analyze the stress states of the screw
inserted into bone under uniaxial load. This is to investigate whether the new design loses
holding power in the uniaxial direction in comparison to the conventional buttress threads.
Traditionally, buttress threads are utilized for their great resistance to uniaxial load1 2. The
hypothesis is that the new Unifi design may perform better with its threads that entrap more bone
mass. This is due to the material nature of bone in that its porosity and viscoelastic behavior,
these threads are more advantageous in biomedical applications.
1.2.2

Common meshing approaches
Modeling bone can present a challenge due to its porosity and anisotropy. The cortical

layer is much stiffer than the inner cancellous layer and additionally, these two layers respond to
loads differently in different directions. In an examination of a screw in dental implants, Dalstra
demonstrates that most of the load is transferred to the cortical layer5. The typical approach is to
try to simplify the model and model it as isotropic9. This is the approach taken in the current
model. The dimensions of the bone were obtained using a microscope. In other studies, software
that can take a CT scan of a bone and then create a mesh are utilized. These can be geometrybased, which seeks to identify contours and thus basic dimensions of the bone, or voxel based,
which takes each voxel of the CT image and converts it into usually hexahedral elements10.
Figure 1.5 details this process below.

10

Figure 1.6

Conversion of CT scan to mesh flowchart

A variety of softwares are designed to create an accurate 3D representation of the shape and
density of bone.
The method for this analysis is being expedited to save computational power and expense
as access to CT and MRI machines is limited. This software creates meshes of large area of bone
that have a relatively large number of elements, and in this study only a certain section of the
metaphysis is being used in testing. This section is significantly larger than the screw, so
specifics of the geometry of the bone are negligible for the purposes of this study.
Another important factor to consider in a finite element model of bone screws in action is
to determine the method for meshing the screw. The complex geometry of the threads can
present a challenge to model accurately11. A relatively large number of nodes are needed to
ensure that element distortion does not rampantly occur. This distortion and geometric
inaccuracy can lead to inaccurate stress localization at the threads.
Modeling bone accurately has numerous approaches, with some analysis being done by
modeling screws with beam elements12, but this will be insufficient as thread geometry is of
11

importance. Typically, the bone is modeled with quadratic tetrahedral (C3D10 in Abaqus)
elements while implants can be done with C3D8 or C3D10 elements12. These quadratic
tetrahedral elements and are used in many finite element analyses of biomedical scenarios11–13.
1.2.3

Nonlinear iterative analysis
Finite element software, such as Abaqus, makes use of iterative solutions to converge

upon a solution to the Newtonian equation

𝐹 =𝑘∗𝑥

(1.1)

at each node of the mesh of the object of interest. Where k is the stiffness matrix that is computed
based upon user provided values for elastic parameters such as elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio13,14. The displacement at each node is x and the force applied at each node is F.
In a nonlinear analysis the stiffness matrix is recalculated at each iteration to approach
equilibrium and decrease the residual value r which is computed by the following equation

𝑟 = 𝑃−𝐼

(1.2)

In which P is the applied load and I is the sum of the structure’s internal forces. This process can
be computationally expensive12 but is useful when trying to obtain insight into scenarios where
large deformations are occurring. To ensure convergence upon a real solution, r must be below a
certain tolerance value, in Abaqus/Standard the default value is 0.5% of the average force present
in the model. This process is demonstrated below in Figure 1.7.

12

Figure 1.7

Iterative solution curve

The initial stiffness matrix k0 is used and an incremental load is applied giving resulting
displacement value. This displacement value is then applied to the model and the new
configuration is used to compute the internal forces of the structure. Then Equation 2.2 is used to
determine the residual value for this iteration. It is checked against the tolerance value, and if it
exceeds the tolerance value the process is repeated. Once the tolerance value has been achieved
the current values of all variables are exported to the results viewer and then contour plots and
parameters of interest are observed. These plots are analyzed for any abnormalities like stress
localizations.
The results of these iterative solutions are verified by increasing the mesh density of the
overall structure and ensuring that there aren’t significant changes in parameters of interest with
the changes in density. Similar to the process outlined previously, the model should ideally
converge upon an asymptotic solution with increasingly fine meshes.
Validation of the results is obtained by comparison of the finite element solution to either
traditional mechanics of materials solutions to the problems being investigated, or if the problem
is too complex for an analysis by hand, the values from the finite element solution are compared
to experimental values. Finite element models are usually stiffer than the structures they seek to
model so some stresses may be higher than realistic values.
13

CHAPTER II
GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF MECHANICAL TESTING

General Hypotheses
In the mechanical testing, the objective is to identify the differences in displacement over
cycle and pullout strength for all thread forms and see which best resists damage to the bone
screw interface. The more aggressive Osteocentric thread will perform better than its counterpart
and will be more competitive in testing against the buttress threads.
The finite element model will also seek to identify differences specifically in pullout
testing and how the two different thread profiles respond to stress. Though the model is not a
direct representation of the dynamic testing, the analysis will still provide information into stress
state at a moment during testing, still giving useful insight. The hypothesis is that the
Osteocentric thread will have more stress concentrated in the cortical layer.
2.1
2.1.1

Mechanical testing
Schematics
Porcine tibia was chosen due to its relative similarity to human bone and previous use in

biomechanical studies. The screws are to be tested against each other in the metaphysis of a
porcine tibia. These tibias were frozen until time of testing. The tibias were cut to approximately
2 inches in length with only a 1-2cm portion cut off the top of the tibial plateau, to ensure a flat
surface in order for the vice to work properly. The epiphysis of the tibia was chosen to ensure the
14

screw is fully grouted in bone. Pilot holes are drilled into the bone at points equidistant from the
upper epiphysis to ensure that the density of the cancellous bone is similar, as the density starts
to decrease when approaching the diaphysis. The bone is wrapped in gauze saturated with saline
solution to prevent drying out during testing. Each screw was tested in pairs, being inserted into
the same tibia to filter out any bias due to variations in specimen bone density and strength. The
number of tests for each comparison was determined by Osteocentric. The screws were spaced
apart by 2cm to avoid any loss of structural integrity from destruction of the cancellous bone
from the neighboring screw.
Table 2.1

List of comparisons and testing frequency
Comparison

# of tests

A vs C

8

A vs Synthes

4

A vs Matching

4

Buttress
C vs Synthes

3

C vs Matching

2

Buttress

Osteocentric has two versions of their new Unifi thread profile, named A and C. C is a
more aggressive thread than A, in that the profile extends further and more sharply into the bone.
C was designed to be of more use in osteoporotic bone in the hopes that the more aggressive
profile will entrap more bone mass in the less dense material. The Synthes screw is a market

15

standard buttress with a greater major and minor diameter than the Osteocentric screws. The
matching buttress screw has the same major and minor diameter of the Osteocentric screws.
These comparisons were made to see how well the Osteocentric screws perform against the
market standard as well as how well they perform against a screw of the same dimensions,
except thread geometry.

Figure 2.1

Coupler and screw inserted into porcine tibia

The tibia is wrapped in gauze, sprayed with saline solution and secured by the vice
The top of the screw is secured with a polyurethane mold into a polyethylene
terephthalate glycol (PETG printed at 30%infill) coupler. The polyurethane mold is allowed to
sit overnight to fully harden and help ensure no failure at the coupler-screw interface. A pin is
inserted into the coupler to ensure to attach to a mechanical load testing apparatus, the NTS
machine. The bone is secured into a steel vice which is then itself secured by pins to the testing
16

floor of the NTS machine. The coupler is attached with a freely rotating pin to the load actuator
to ensure stress is transferred fully to the bone screw interface. The top 10mm of the screws are
in the mold. 5mm of the screw is exposed between the coupler and the surface of the bone. This
leaves 25mm of the screw within the bone.
2.1.2

Cyclic loading

Figure 2.2

Specimen prepared for testing

Once the screw is properly secured into the NTS machine, it is subjected to 50000 cycles
of 30N load applied at 90 degrees. This load is applied with a frequency of 2 Hz. Each test takes
approximately 8 hours. The displacement, or the current displacement from 1 end of the
deflection of the screw to the other, is recorded over the 50000 cycles. As the test continues, the
deflection begins increase. A stroke limit range of 10mm is set and the test will stop if the peakto-peak displacement exceeds this limit. This is considered an early failure. Additional early

17

failures include failure of the coupler or shearing of the screw itself. The data from this testing is
stored and the peak-to-peak displacement vs cycle data is computed in Excel.
2.1.3

Uniaxial tension test

Immediately following completion of the cyclic testing, some screw pairs were subjected to a
uniaxial pullout test. This test is also conducted using the NTS machine. The vice is repositioned
and again secured to the stage with pins. The machine applies a slowly increasing load in
successive pulls, until a stroke limit is reached, or the failure of the bone-screw interface occurs.
The amount of load applied vs the measured displacement of the screw is recorded in Excel.

Figure 2.3

Completed uniaxial pullout test

After the pullout test is completed, the bone is frozen in case examination of the bone
density is required. The screw and coupler are also examined for any cracks or fissures. In the
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above picture, the failure of the bone-screw interface can be observed. A few of the exposed
threads contain bone mass, showing where they were previously embedded.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL TESTING
3.1

90° Cyclic loading
The following graphs are of peak-to-peak displacement over number of cycles for each of

the tested pairs. A1 was tested with C1, and so on, until the next set of comparisons begins with a
new set of screws.
Table 3.1

Legend for comparison figures

Abbreviation

Screw Type

Drill Bit(mm)

A

Osteocentric-A

2.5

C

Osteocentric-C

2.5

S

Synthes buttress

2.9

B

Matching buttress

2.5
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Table 3.3

Testing Matrix
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3.1.2

Osteocentric-A vs Osteocentric-C

Figure 3.1

Displacement vs Cycle for A1 and C1
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Figure 3.2

Displacement vs. Cycle for A2 and C2
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Figure 3.3

Displacement vs Cycle for A3 and C3
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Figure 3.4

Displacement vs. Cycle for A4 and C4
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Figure 3.5

Displacement vs. Cycle for A5 and C5
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Figure 3.6

Displacement vs. Cycle for A6 and C6
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Figure 3.7

Displacement vs. Cycle A7 and C7
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Figure 3.8

Displacement vs. Cycle for A8 and C8
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Figure 3.9

Moving Average of all A vs C tests

Analysis
When looking at the moving average of all tests, there appears to be a slight advantage
for C. Since the sample size of 8 tests is not that large, there is not sufficient evidence to
determine if the trend is statistically significant. Another trend across all individual tests is that
the displacement curve of C tends to flatten whereas A tends to still have a slightly positive slope
even after the rate has decreased.
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Figure 3.10

Analysis of variance for all A vs C tests

The analysis shows no significant difference between threads at the 0.05 level
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3.1.3

Osteocentric-A vs Synthes

Figure 3.11

Displacement vs Cycle for A1 and S1
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Figure 3.12

Displacement vs. Cycle for A2 and S2
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Figure 3.13

Displacement vs. Cycle for A3 and S3
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Figure 3.14

Displacement vs. Cycle for A4 and S4
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Figure 3.15

Moving average for all A vs S tests

Analysis
The Synthes screw appeared to perform better in the 4 tests conducted. Though a small
sample size, this suggests that the larger major diameter of the Synthes screw may have played a
role in its better performance. Due to a software error in the NTS machine, several tests in this
series had to be restarted. These points can be seen in the above figures where the displacement
dips below the initial value. S2 experienced an early failure. This is the only early failure across
all Synthes tests and so is considered an outlier.
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Figure 3.16

Analysis of variance for A vs S thread

The data shows that there is a significant difference between the A and S thread, with Synthes
undergoing significantly less displacement at the 0.05 level
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3.1.4

Osteocentric-A vs Matching Buttress

Figure 3.17

Displacement vs. Cycle for A1 and B1
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Figure 3.18

Displacement vs. Cycle for A2 and B2
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Figure 3.19

Displacement vs. Cycle for A3 and B3
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Figure 3.20

Displacement vs. Cycle for A4 and B4
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Figure 3.21

Moving average for all A vs B tests

Analysis
This comparison had some tests experience the same software error, but Figure 3.1.20
depicts a sound test and shows a slight advantage for the A thread. Overall trends are difficult to
draw, due to two early failures for the A thread. These early failures were caused by failure of
the coupler screw interface.
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Figure 3.22

Analysis of variance for all A vs B tests

There is no significant difference between threads at the 0.05 level
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3.1.5

Osteocentric-C vs Synthes

Figure 3.23

Displacement vs. Cycle for C1 and S1
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Figure 3.24

Displacement vs Cycle for C2 and S2
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Figure 3.25

Displacement vs. Cycle for C3 and S3
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Figure 3.26

Moving average for all C vs S tests

Analysis
In this series of tests, neither screw performed significantly better. C3 had a failure of the
coupler screw interface but all other tests went smoothly. C continued to have a trend of the
displacement approaching a horizontal asymptote quickly once the initial displacement has
occurred.
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Figure 3.27

Analysis of variance for all C vs S tests

The data indicates a significantly less displacement at the 0.05 level for the Synthes screw.
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3.1.6

Osteocentric-C vs. Matching Buttress

Figure 3.28

Displacement vs. Cycle for C1 and B1
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Figure 3.29

Displacement vs Cycle for C2 and B2
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Figure 3.30

Moving average for all C vs. B tests

Analysis
This comparison had the smallest sample size of all the comparisons, having only 2 pairs
tested, but the buttress did perform slightly better. C2, depicted in Figure 4.1.29, appeared to be
an outlier when looking at the graphs of C threads across all comparisons. The displacement rate
continues to rise steadily after the initial spike. This comparison would need to be investigated
further before any significant conclusions could be drawn.
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Figure 3.31

Analysis of variance for all C vs. B tests

The analysis shows no significant difference between the threads at the 0.05 significance level.
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3.2

Uniaxial pullout
The best pullout test for all comparisons are displayed below. These tests were the ones

most free from mechanical or software error of the NTS machine and ran smoothly. Although
some may still exhibit some slight malfunction of the NTS chuck which was replaced in later
testing. The chuck failed to properly grip the coupler and some slippage occurred with each
incrementally applied load. This can be reflected in the C thread test in Figure 3.35 and the C
thread for Figure 3.32.

Figure 3.32

Pullout test for A vs. C

Analysis
Though some slippage of the coupler did occur in this test, The A threaded screw
appeared to outperform the C threaded screw. C’s bone screw interface failed at around 300N
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and A’s experiences a slight dip at the same point, but continues to resist a significantly larger
increase in displacement until the load reaches 500N.

Figure 3.33

Pullout test for A vs. S

Analysis
This test ran smoothly and experienced no slippage. The A screw, despite having a
smaller major diameter, performed almost as well as the Synthes buttress screw. A did not break
through the cortical layer until around 700N and the Synthes peaks at just above 800N. The
linear portion of the graph shows a similar rate of change.
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Figure 3.34

Pullout test for A vs. B

Analysis
The A threaded screw and a buttress screw with matching diameter were both resistant to
significant deformation until about the 600N mark. The linear portion of the graph reflects a
similar slope, although a undergoes slightly more deformation in the initial stages of the test.
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Figure 3.35

Pullout test for C vs. S

Analysis
This test experienced significant slippage but was still the best test for this comparison.
Despite the slippage, there is an identifiable curve that indicates C is similarly resistant to failure
at the bone screw interface as the Synthes screw. The Synthes screw in this example failed
earlier than in previous tests, as the linear response to stress ends at about 500N. This may also
be an indication of the slippage mechanical failure.
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Figure 3.36

Pullout test for C vs. B tests

Analysis
The C threaded screw in this test appears to significantly outperform a matching buttress
thread. C resists stress until 800N which is comparable to some Synthes screws in previous tests.
The matching buttress in this thread seemed to experience failure of the bone screw interface at
the same time as the matching buttress screw depicted in Figure 3.28.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF MECHANICAL TESTING
4.1

90° Cyclic loading
The results of the off axis cyclic loading tests seem to indicate several trends. The C

thread seems to outperform the A thread in both the head-to-head comparison and the
comparisons against the Synthes and matching buttress screws. A comparison of Figure 3.16 and
Figure 4.25 show that the gap between the C and Synthes is smaller than the gap between A and
Synthes.
This leads to another observable trend of the strong performance of the Synthes screws
across all tests. An early failure did occur in the comparison with the A thread but is considered
an outlier. This suggests that major diameter is a sensitive parameter. The width of the Synthes
screw may have helped to retain more of the stress within the shaft of the screw and thus transfer
less to the bone. Major diameter has been shown to be a significant factor in several previous
studies 14 15 22.
When compared to a buttress thread with the same major diameter, the Unifi threads
equal and in some tests exceeds the performance of the buttress screw, as is the case in C1 and
B1. The A vs buttress comparison data is noisy, but looking at single tests, Figure 3.20 was
perhaps the best run test in that comparison set and A outperformed the matching buttress by a
significant margin.
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4.2

Uniaxial pullout
These tests seem to indicate that there is no substantial loss of pullout strength when not

using a buttress thread. Though some of the data reflects mechanical failure on the part of the
NTS machine, clean tests do not show that the buttress threads outperform the Unifi threads
significantly, although in some cases there appears be a slight advantage. It should be noted that
even though the Synthes screw has a larger major diameter and thus may have a significant
advantage14 the A thread performed almost as well as the Synthes as shown in Figure 3.33 and
performed slightly better than the matching buttress as shown in Figure 3.34. C performed
significantly better than the matching buttress as shown in Figure 3.36. The C thread and A
thread seemed to perform equally in their head-to-head comparison, although these pullout tests
experienced a fair amount of slippage.
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CHAPTER V
GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The objective of the finite element analysis conducted in this study is to determine if
there appears to be significant loss of uniaxial pullout strength due to changing from the standard
buttress thread design used in most biomedical screws. The distribution of stress to the
surrounding bone and in the screw will be examined to determine the efficacy of each thread
design. The amount of stress transferred to the cortical bone versus the cancellous bone will also
be observed. This analysis can provide insight on any observable trends in the mechanical
testing.
5.1

Mechanical domain and solution method
In this study a nonlinear elastic analysis was conducted in which a static load was applied

in one step. The Newtonian method will be used to iterate to a solution with a residual tolerance
value of 0.5% the average force present in the model. The nonlinear analysis will more
accurately reflect deformations that occur in the bone during a uniaxial pullout test, particularly
in the cancellous region. The cortical and cancellous regions of the bone will be modeled as
separate materials.
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5.2

Spatial scale and geometry
The bone structure in the region of interest is relatively flat upon the area of insertion.

There is some curvature but in comparison to the dimensions of the screw itself, this curvature is
minor. The major diameter of the screw is 4mm and the surface area of the bone is many times
greater. The screw is surrounded by enough bone on all sides so that the bone itself can be
modeled as a block much larger than the screw which is 4mm in diameter and 40mm long
although only 25mm of the screw was embedded in bone during testing. To further simplify the
model, the 15mm not embedded in the bone were excised from the model. Additionally, the
threads were made symmetrical. These simplifications serve to counterbalance the increase in
computational expense and geometric complexity from a nonlinear analysis.
Another simplification to increase computational speed was modeling the cortical layer
as uniform. Measuring samples at various lengths proved that variation in the region of interest
was minimal. Measurements showed that the thickness of the cortical layer was anywhere from
1.4-1.75mm thick and the overall thickness of the bone to vary between 4-4.3cm. The cortical
layer is about 4% of the overall thickness and this ratio was used in the finite element model. The
bone was modeled as a 50mmx40mmx40mm block.
5.3

Loading and boundary conditions
The load was applied in the y direction, normal to the cortical surface. In most of the

pullout tests conducted, failure of the bone screw interface tended to happen at around 400N1500N. To gain more insight into the mechanical environment, a load of 600N was applied to
accurately depict just before the point of failure in most tests. To simulate the grip of the vice,
the block was not allowed to displace in any direction. These constraints were applied far enough
away from the region of interest so as not to cause any inaccuracies in the model.
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Figure 5.1

5.4

Load and boundary conditions of model. The orange arrows represent the pinned
boundary conditions not allowing the block to move in space(half of block
pictured). The yellow arrow indicates the vertical direction of the load.

Output variables
The parameters that will be observed to validate the model are the von Mises stress and

the principal stress in the y direction. These will be observed across 4 mesh densities to verify
that the solution is converging and not mesh dependent. If the stress distribution in the bone
places a high concentration of stress at a level close to critical stress of bone, then it can be
reasoned that this thread may lead to a point of failure in that specific region of the bone screw
interface. Shear stresses will be observed as a secondary output variable to ensure there are not
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any aberrations that would not make mechanical sense for this scenario. This will serve as
another verification check for the model.
5.5

Mesh and element type
Four different mesh densities were used to test model convergence. These global mesh

densities resulted in models containing about 20000 to 70000 elements and 50000 to 100000
nodes. The entire structure was meshed with 10 node tetrahedral elements that use full
integration. This element type was chosen for its ability to tolerate relatively large amounts of
deformation and use in many biomedical nonlinear finite element analyses.

Figure 5.2
5.6

Tetrahedral mesh of bone block

Material properties
The material properties of the cortical and cancellous bone, as well as the screw are

presented in the table below.
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Table 5.1

Material properties

Material

Elastic Modulus(GPa)

Poisson’s Ratio

316L Stainless
190
0.265
Steel
Cancellous
3.5
0.3
Porcine Tibia
Cortical Porcine
20
0.3
Tibia
These values were obtained from previous studies20 21 and the estimated elastic modulus
for pigs does vary slightly from that observed in humans. The cortical layer material properties
were applied to the uniform top layer of the block with no transition region between it and the
cancellous layer. This accurately reflects the anatomical region.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS OF FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Figure 6.1

Von Mises stress contours for Osteocentric Unifi thread
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Figure 6.2

Von Mises stress contours for buttress thread
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Figure 6.3

Principal y stress contours for Osteocentric Unifi thread
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Figure 6.4

Principal y stress contours for buttress thread
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Table 6.2
Mesh

Stress values for Osteocentric Unifi thread
Cortical Stress(MPa)

Cancellous

Midpoint Screw

Stress(MPa)

Stress(MPa)

Coarse

6.99

1.22

28.0

Smooth

7.34

1.48

32.7

Fine

8.01

1.73

34.0

Very Fine

8.15

1.86

35.1

Table 6.3
Mesh

Stress values for buttress thread
Cortical Stress(MPa)

Cancellous

Midpoint Screw

Stress(MPa)

Stress(MPa)

Coarse

2.13

1.02

34.5

Smooth

3.10

2.02

40.1

Fine

3.39

2.24

43.3

Very Fine

3.60

2.30

45.0
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Figure 6.5
6.2

Mesh convergence of models

Analysis

A cursory observation of the data immediately shows that the stress is higher in the cortical layer
for the Osteocentric Unifi screw. The value of stress in the cancellous region remains the same,
but the area that experiences stress is larger in the Unifi threads. A comparison of Figure 6.3 and
Figure 6.4 reveals that a larger volume of cancellous bone experiences stress greater or equal to
1MPa in the Unifi model.
Additionally, Figure 6.1 shows that a larger volume of the cortical layer experiences
stress than does the buttress screw. The buttress screw does displace more of the stress in the
cortical layer, but more stress is retained within the screw itself. The stress values were higher in
the buttress screw shaft as is shown in Table 6.3. The stress contours show that the top of the
screw undergoes more stress in both threads, but the gradient is harsher in the buttress thread.
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This pattern is also seen in the principal y stress contours. The top of the buttress screw shaft
undergoes more stress than does the top of the Unifi screw shaft.
Both models converged to a solution at about the same rate. Some models contained a
small number of distorted elements in the less fine meshes. This may be due to geometric
inaccuracy in the mesh, as the threads need a dense mesh. All models satisfied the default
residual tolerance value for nonlinear analysis in Abaqus.
6.3

Discussion
The models of a single point or snapshot of the pullout test give insight into some of the

trends we see in the mechanical testing itself. The buttress thread does not distribute as much
stress to the cortical layer as the Unifi thread appears to. This may be due to the Unifi thread
shape. While the hooked shape does allow for more entrapment of cancellous bone, these hooks
can act as points of stress localization particularly in the cortical layer. The values for stress in
the cortical layer were taken from the area right next to the threads. Table 6.2 and Table 6.3
show that concentration of stress is significantly higher in the cortical layer for the Unifi threads.
Additionally, the buttress thread has more stress localized into the screw itself. In many
applications this will be an advantage as the steel has a much higher yield stress. This seems to
correlate with the slight advantages to the buttress thread in the test against the A thread.
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CHAPTER VII
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION
7.1

Limitations and future work
This study was limited firstly by the small number of sample size for all comparisons.

Only a set number of screws from each category were available for testing. The primary
comparison of interest was the A thread and C thread, so this was conducted 8 times. When
mechanical failures in testing occurred, this further highlighted the need for more tests. The
observable differences in these tests may be relatively small, particularly when examining for
differences relating to thread profile12 so any other variables must be rigorously controlled.
The failure of the NTS chuck to adequately grip the coupler was another limitation early
on in experimentation. A new part had to be ordered and while awaiting its arrival, tests were
conducted with the faulty chuck. The new coupler chuck interface was threaded to ensure no
slippage occurred.
Differences in the mechanical properties of the porcine tibias obtained for this testing
may be present. Studies have shown that there is variation in the mechanical properties of
porcine bone with respect to both region of anatomy and specimen age15–17. Though screws were
tested in pairs in the same tibia to try to account for this, studying trends across comparisons may
be confounded by this variable.
Finite element models of biomechanical scenarios are limited in several important ways.
The bone was modeled as an isotropic material when it exhibits both orthotropic and anisotropic
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characteristics. It is also a porous material with an extremely complex scaffold. In vivo, this
scaffold is being readjusted constantly by Haversian remodeling. Approximations are obtained
from mechanical testing and applied to the model10,18,19.
Future work would include running more tests for all comparisons to see if the results are
statistically significant. Small sample sizes can hamper the robustness of a study, especially
when some tests need to be thrown out. Confounding variables must also be investigated, like
variation in the mechanical properties of the porcine tibias. The testing period for the cyclic
loading was quite long, so in the future a higher frequency could be applied to increase
productivity and discount any possibility of the bone drying out and thus losing mechanical
strength12. The FEA model could also be improved by exploring different methods of defining
the contact interaction between the bone and screw. A rigid connection like the one used may
lead to an oversimplification of the biomedical scenario and models that explore different contact
definitions may provide more accurate values10.
7.2

Conclusion
This study gave several insights into the mechanical environment of the Osteocentric

Unifi screw. Investigating its performance relative to the market standard revealed that it is at
least of comparable utility. Though this study was limited by a small sample size and several
other complications, both the finite element simulation and the mechanical testing shows that
there are advantages and disadvantages to this new thread design. Further investigation is needed
to see if these trends hold true.
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